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Abstract 

In this note we introduce the notion of even square rings to group rings. We 

characterize when the group ring RG is an even square ring. It is noted that the 

class of even square group rings is quite large and includes all group rings FG  

as well where F is a field of characteristic 2 andG be a commutative 

multiplicative group. In addition we note that if each element of a ring R is nil 

and G be a commutative multiplicative group then even square group ring 

RG  is a Wedderburn radical and PI ring. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We have studied some properties of even square rings and nil elements in [1-2]. Here 

we introduce the notion of even square rings to group rings. Recall that a ring R is 

called an even square ring if RaRa  ,22  and R is called an even ring 

if RaRa  ,2 . Recall that an element Ra is called a nil element if 022  aa  

and an element Ra is called an even square element if Ra 22   [1]. Clearly each 

nil element is nilpotent but each nilpotent element is not necessarily a nil element.  

It is worth to note that a particular class of even square rings has also been studied by 

other authors [3-4].  

  Here we characterize when the group ring RG  is an even square ring. It may be 

noted that the class of even square group rings is quite large and includes all group 
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algebras FG as well. Here F is any field of characteristic 2 and G be any 

commutative multiplicative group. 

 It may be noted that in this article we assume that G is a commutative multiplicative 

group because it is necessary for the group ring RG to be a commutative ring and in 

[1] it has been noted that the sum of two even square elements of a ring R is an even 

square element if R is a commutative ring and in the case of noncommutative rings 

the sum of two even square elements is not necessarily an even square element. 

  

RESULTS 

Proposition 1. Let R be an even square ring. Let G be a commutative multiplicative 

group then the group ring RG is an even square group ring provided R is a 

commutative ring. 

Proof.  Let R be a commutative even square ring and G  be a usual multiplicative 

commutative group. Let  GyRx ii  ,  then   RGyxyxyx nn  ...2211 .We have 

to prove that   RGyxyxyx nn 2...
2

2211  . We have  22211 ... nn yxyxyx   

 222

1

2

1 ... nn yxyx   



n

ji
jiji yyxx

1,

2  (since R  and G  are commutative).  R  is an even 

square ring implies Rxi 22  for each ni ,...,2,1  and therefore  222

1

2

1 ... nn yxyx     

RG2 . Clearly   RGyyxx
n

ji
jiji 22

1,




.  Thus   RGyxyxyx nn 2...
2

2211  . 

Hence RG  is an even square ring. 

Proposition 2. Let R be an even square ring and G be any multiplicative commutative 

group. If each element of R is nil then each element of the even square group ring RG  

is nil. 

Proof.  Let R be an even square ring and G be any multiplicative commutative group. 

Let each element of R is nil. Let GyRx ii  , . 

Let   RGyxyxyxx nn  ...2211 . Since each element of R is nil therefore 

022  ii xx for each Rxi  . Clearly   022
1




i

n

i
i yxx  and 

 22211

2 ... nn yxyxyxx    222

2

2

2

2

1

2

1 ... nn yxyxyx    



n

jiji
jiijji yyxxxx

1,;

. 

Since each element of R is nil therefore R  is commutative [1] and 
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so     02
1,1,;

 


n

ji
jiji

n

jiji
jiijji yyxxyyxxxx . Thus 022  xx . Hence each element 

of RG  is nil. 

Proposition 3. Let R be an even ring and G be a commutative multiplicative group 

then the group ring RG is an even square group ring.  

Proof.  Let R be an even (commutative or noncommutative) ring  and G be a 

commutative multiplicative group.  Let GyRx ii  , .  Now using the definition of 

even ring we have RxRx ii 2 . This gives Rxi 22   and Ryx ii 222   . Therefore 

  RGyxyx nn 2... 222

1

2

1  . Also, Rxx ji 2 , Rxx ij 2 since Rxx ji 2,  . Therefore it 

follows that   RGyyxxxx
n

jiji
jiijji 2

1,;




.  Hence   RGyxyxyx nn 2...
2

2211  .   

Thus  RG is an even square group ring. 

Proposition 4. Let F is any field of characteristic 2 and G be a commutative 

multiplicative group then the group algebra FG is an even square group ring. 

Remark . Since each field of characteristic 2 is an even ring [5] therefore by above 

proposition 3, FG is an even square group ring. 

Proposition 5. Let R be an even square ring and G be any multiplicative commutative 

group. If each element of R is nil then the even square group ring RG  is a Wedderburn 

radical and a PI ring. 

Proof.  Let R be an even square ring and G be any multiplicative commutative group. 

If each element of R is nil then by proposition 2 each element of even square 

ring RG is also nil. Therefore RG is a commutative ring. Clearly RG is a commutative 

nil ring and hence a Wedderburn radical. In addition RG is a nil ring of bounded 

index therefore it is a PI ring. 
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